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Today Muinteoir Ray showed how we can use some very 
simple household materials to create a musical 
instrument. Muinteoir Ray chose a bucket and two 
paint brushes to create his own drumkit. But you can 
use any range of items to create your own drum, such  
as a plastic tub, a carboard box or a carton. You can  
also easily use your body such as your thighs, knees  
and hands.

The point of this exercise isn’t to make the loudest 
noise so don’t bang too loud. Instead let’s concentrate 
on the beat! The photo above is Dave Grohl from the 
band Foo Fighters so bucket drumming is cool!

Drumming
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Lesson Recap
01   Get comfortable. When sitting, you should be able to 

hit the middle of the bucket, the outside rim of it and 
the side without having to stretch. Try it now and listen 
to the different sounds each part makes. 

02   Hold the drumsticks correctly, remember pinch and 
grip. Hold the stick between your thumb and index 
finger. That’s the finger you point with!
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Lesson Recap
Exercise 1

Our first drumming exercise is called 8-On-A-Hand. 

This helps us to practice counting in our heads as we play. 
Using your two sticks, creating an upside down V, like this:

  

The best place to hit the drum is half between the 
middle of the drum and the outside edge. Keeping 
the upside down V shape, place both sticks over the 
drum. 

Use your left hand, hit the drum 8 times, counting 1 to 
8. Then use your right hand, and hit the drum 8 times. 
Practice this a few times before you are comfortable with 
counting each drum hit. 

Now try and switch hands without missing a beat. 
When you reach count 8 on your left hand, start with your 
right hand straight after. Remember, keep your hands 
relaxed, it is not about hitting the drum hard. You should 
feel your stick bounce back. 
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Lesson Recap
Exercise 2

Zipsticks - This is a practice of accuracy and speed!

Hold the drumsticks like before over your bucket or 
whatever you are using.    

Count down from 3, 2, 1 and flick your wrist upwards 
and towards your body really fast. Don’t move your 
arm, just your wrist. Try this using each hand, and then 
both hands at same time. This will help you drum faster!

Next, we are going to do the same exercise but 
backwards! So start with your wrists in the flicked up 
position.

Countdown from 3, 2, 1, and flick your two wrists down, 
hitting the drum with both sticks at the same time and 
return your wrists back to the same position as 
quick as you can.

Did you notice the drum sounds different? Practice with 
each hand until you can do it really quickly.
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Exercise
Now you are ready for the School of Rock! Let’s put 
everything you have learned together and let’s perform a 
full rock song!

You are going to drum along to the song “We Will Rock 
You” by Queen. It has the most famous drum beat in 
rock music. Remember the job of the drummer is to stay 
in time. Ask an adult to put the song on for you and you 
can drum along...and sing! Here are the words for the first 
verse to get you started. 

Queen’s We Will Rock You 

“Buddy, you’re a boy, make a big noise 

Playing in the street, gonna be a big man someday 

 

You got mud on your face, you big disgrace 

Kicking your can all over the place, singin’ 

 

We will, we will rock you 

We will, we will rock you”

Written by Brian May, performed by Queen, 
copyright EMI.
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The Drum Quiz 
There are many different types of drums around the world 
and in some countries, they are not even used for music!

Let’s have a quiz to test your drum knowledge but don’t 
worry the answers at the bottom of the page!

01   This photo shows a dragon boat from China. There is 
a drum and drummer at the top of the boat but why?

 A) The people in the boat really really really like  
       the song “We Will Rock You”  
B) So those rowing the boat can keep in time  
      with each other 
C) To scare away sharks from the boat
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The Drum Quiz 
02   Drums are used all over the world by different cultures 

for thousands of years. Can you guess where each of 
these drums come from?

 
A) The Bodhrán is from     

 
B) The Bongo drum is from     

 
C) The Tabla drum is from     

 
D) The Taiko drum is from      

03   In our lesson today, we learned how to improve  
our drum speed. But what is the Guinness World 
Record for most drum beats in a minute? 

A) 12  

B) 21  

C) 210  

D) 2109 

The Bodhrán

The Bongo drum

The Tabla drum

The Taiko drum
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Quiz Answers: Question 1: B – Rowers pull the oars of the boat at the same  
time of the drum beat. This means they all row at the same time!  
Question 2: A) Bodhrán which is a type of drum that comes from Ireland. It is played 
using your hand or in the case of the photo, Irish singer Imelda May uses a piece  
of wood called a cipín, tipper, or beater. B) Bongo drum originates from Africa and 
Cuba. C) Tabla drum from India – It is played using your hand and fingers to drum.  
D) Taiko drum from Japan - This drum has many uses including during warfare in  
the 16th century to send messages. 
Question 3: D) 2109! The most drumbeats in a minute using drumsticks is 2,109, 
achieved by Siddharth Nagarajan from in 2017. That is 35 drum beats every second!


